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WHAT IS YOGA?
Although the religious, philosophical and metaphysical components of Yoga's
foundation are open to various degrees of interpretation and belief, one cannot deny
the rewards--improved health, mental and physical stamina and psycho-physical
poise--which benefit regular Yoga practitioners. Yoga has been practiced in the East
for thousands of years but was introduced to Europe and America, where it is now
firmly established, only in the last century.

It is difficult to define the term Yoga succinctly. There exists a Yoga which is an
end-goal and a Yoga which encompasses several systems of techniques and
disciplines (physical and psychical controls) to reach that end-goal. In the discovery
of pure consciousness through Yoga practice one realizes and experiences that the
individual being and the Cosmic Being have the same ground. The word Yoga comes
from roots meaning "union" (with the Divine).
Even if one wishes to eschew the mystical concepts of Yoga, there is infinite value to
be derived from the physical exercises and meditative techniques in terms of
maintaining and enhancing psycho-physical well-being. A fulfilling and satisfying
practice of Yoga can be achieved without incorporating the mysticism entity if one so
chooses, and it is, indeed, a personal choice.
RETURN TO TABLE OF CONTENTS
THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF YOGA
Differences of opinion abound in attempts to classify or group the systems of Yoga.
The main reason for these differing viewpoints is because the various Yogas do,
indeed, overlap and intertwine in actual practice. It is even possible to use a system
that incorporates several Yogas directly and several others indirectly.
The main Indian Yogas might be described as follows:
Hatha Yoga: Union by Bodily Mastery (Principally of Breath)
The word Hatha is derived from two roots--ha meaning sun and tha meaning moon.
The flow of breath in the right nostril is called the sun breath, and the flow of breath
in the left nostril is the moon breath. Paramount in all Hatha Yoga practices is the
regulation of breath--the harmonizing of its positive (sun) and negative (moon)
currents. Some people do not consider Hatha Yoga to be a true Yoga but rather a
system of exercises that can serve other Yogas. However, it is the best known and
most widely practiced Yoga form in the West. Its most prominent feature is the
performance of particular physical exercises, postures (asanas) and breath controls.
Hatha Yoga is considered to be the most practical of Yogas due to its emphasis on
promoting vibrant health (affecting the nervous system, glands, circulatory system
and vital organs) and encouraging energy flow. It also promotes an integrating and
calming influence on the mind. For this reason it is often considered to be a
purification preparation for Raja Yoga (described below), which is work upon
consciousness itself. It is believed that mental discipline can be most effectively
obtained in a healthy physical body that is both relaxed and energy balanced.
Raja Yoga: Union by Mental Mastery
As Hatha Yoga works UPON THE BODY (purifying and perfecting it) and THROUGH
THE BODY UPON THE MIND, Raja Yoga works UPON THE MIND (refining and
perfecting it) and THROUGH THE MIND UPON THE BODY. And, just as some people
practice the physiological Yogas with no real emphasis on the mental disciplines,

some individuals focus on the mental Yogas with the belief that the physical body will
respond positively to the control of consciousness without engaging in any activity
more physical than a stable meditative posture. The direct work of mastering
consciousness and stilling thought to achieve awareness of the Ground of Being is
Raja Yoga, which is also known as Royal Yoga because the practitioner of this Yoga
becomes ruler over his/her mind.
Astanga Yoga:
This type of Yoga is the most physically challenging variation. This method, which
involves synchronizing the breath with a progressive series of postures, produces
intense internal heat and a profuse, purifying sweat that detoxifies muscles and
organs. The results of regular Astanga practice are improved circulation, a strong
body and calm mind.
A type of Yoga that is based on the classical Astanga Yoga system is Power Yoga. This
discipline has been modified and modernized in order to meet even the strongest
athlete's demand for a challenging, effective workout. As with Astanga Yoga, Power
Yoga combines dynamic breathing with strong, flowing movement to create an
intense-heat, high-energy workout. Power Yoga utilizes a choreographed sequence of
postures that flow into one another to build strength and focus, unwind tight joints
and muscles and release tension. Focusing on conscious breathing and body heat
pushes one beyond the relaxation of traditional Yoga and on to a path of health,
fitness and balance that matches, and maybe even surpasses, other forms of
strenuous exercise. Power Yoga is an excellent addition to an existing fitness program
for many individuals (and particularly athletes) for injury prevention and
rehabilitation.
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Jnana Yoga: Union by Knowledge
This is the path of spiritual knowledge and wisdom in which the intellect overcomes
the ignorance that prevents one from seeing the True Self. The Jnana Yogi wants to
understand the transcendental truth and wants to solve the mystery of birth, death
and the purpose of life. The disciplines of this path are study and meditation.
Bhakti Yoga: Union by Love and Devotion
This is a Yoga of strongly-focused love, devotion and worship--ultimately in love of the
One. It is pure, selfless love from the heart. Although it is considered the favorite
Yoga of the Indian people, many Westerners (except those with highly devotional
temperaments) are uncomfortable with some of the "excesses." Its disciplines are
those of rites and singing songs of praise. St. Francis of Assisi is often considered an
example of a Christian Bhakti.
Karma Yoga: Union by Selfless Action and Service
This is the path of selfless action and service without the thought of the fruits or

rewards of action. It is believed that the activities of human life is a God-given
opportunity to serve Him. A Karma Yogi does not experience the ego-given "highs" of
success or "lows" of failure. Therefore, a Karma Yogi is detached while carrying out
his duties on earth.
Mantra Yoga: Union by Voice and Sound
In the practice of Mantra Yoga consciousness is influenced by repeating (out loud or
silently) certain syllables, words or phrases (mantras). A form of Mantra Yoga is
practiced by many Westerners in the form of the Transcendental Meditation taught by
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. Rhythmic repetition of mantras is called japa. The most
highly regarded mantras are "OM" and "OM MANE PADME HUM."
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Yantra Yoga: Union by Vision and Form
As Mantra Yoga influences consciousness through the vibrations of voice and sound,
Yantra Yoga utilizes sight and form. Certain special items can become objects of
contemplation, or the visualization may be with the inner eye (just as listening to a
mantra may be done with the inner ear). The Yantra is a design--a picture, an inner
visualization or design of a temple, for example--with the power to influence
consciousness.
Laya and Kundalini Yoga: Union by Arousal of Latent Psychic Nerve-Force
These combine many techniques of Hatha Yoga (prolonged breath suspension and
stable posture) with intense meditative concentration to achieve an awakening of the
body's latent psychic nerve-force, symbolized as serpent power (kundalini) which lies
coiled below the base of the spine. The force is taken up the spine, passing through
several power centers (chakras) until it reaches a chakra in the crown of the head
when intuitive enlightenment is triggered. The physiological and concentration
disciplines are intense, so it is advisable to practice this Yoga with personal
supervision by a teacher.
Tantric Yoga: Union by Harnessing Sexual Energy
Tantric is a general term used to distinguish physiological systems from non-physical
systems. Tantric Yoga is practiced mainly in Northern India and Tibet. This type of
Yoga involves sexual energy playing a dominant part, and the union of male and
female (Yogi and Yogini), either actually or imaginary, has a ritualistic role. Of all the
Yogas, Tantric Yoga guards its teachings and techniques most closely.
RETURN TO TABLE OF CONTENTS

WHAT IS MEDITATION?
Meditation is a general term applied to methods of steadying, quieting or opening the
mind in order to alter states of consciousness. Most Yogas aim for the suspension of
thought and silencing of the mind's agitation. Attention is a key word in describing
the achievement of a meditative state. Although some schools consider meditation to
be a means of achieving a "higher knowledge" or "heightened consciousness," the aim
of meditation may also be at the less exalted, but certainly just as valuable, level of
relaxation and mental hygiene. Meditation means a sense of withdrawal and
concentration sustained into contemplation to achieve a super-conscious state of
intuitive realization of the identity of the individual soul or spirit and the Cosmic Soul
or Spirit.
WHY MEDITATE?
For the most part, Westerners who have taken up the practice of Yoga have really
taken up an adaptation of Yogic disciplines that will meet their particular needs and,
thereby, enhance their quality of living. Although the greatest attention has been
focused on the postures, breath controls and relaxation exercises of Hatha Yoga,
many Westerners are turning to the Yoga of Meditation for many reasons--ranging
from use as a mental hygiene to inner work towards achieving Yoga's supreme Goal of
intuitive enlightenment.
●

The supreme Goal of Yoga is the union ('Yoga' means 'union' or 'yoking') of the
individual spirit with the universal spirit, the finding of one's essential nature
(Self) beyond empirical ego, which has to be dissolved, and the seeing and
experiencing of the ground of one's being. Thus such terms as Absolute,
Brahman, God, Reality, Ultimate Reality, Cosmic Mind, Cosmic Consciousness,
Universal Spirit, Over-soul, Over-self, Void, Buddha Nature, It, That--to name
but a few--represent a goal for progress towards which body, breath, mind and
spirit are disciplined, refined, and perfected by psycho-physiological techniques,
many of which provide great benefits for body and mind, in improved health,
relaxation, tranquility, and self-mastery, quite apart from the mystical end-Goal
for which they are a preparation. (1) (QUICK BACK)

One reason for meditating that is valid for everyone, regardless of individual beliefs
regarding mysticism, is its use as a mental hygiene. It promotes psycho-physical
poise and a quiet mind that can protect us against the stresses of modern existence
that can lead to destruction of health and happiness.
The practice of Yoga meditation may be difficult at first. Our attention is, to a great
degree, conditioned to outward focusing in order to handle and cope with the
overwhelming number of environmental challenges we meet daily. As we manage to
focus our attention inward, we usually find our minds filled with continuous random
thoughts and fleeting images whirling around. Yoga meditation strives to quiet the
commotion, reduce the number of thoughts, open up spaces between thoughts and

generally calm the mind.
Simply sitting still for a fifteen- or twenty-minute period of time each day, allowing
thought to flow and observing its flow, provides a mental hygiene. Meditation affects
the nervous system, and the results impact beyond the meditation session itself,
affecting a positive physical and psychical poise to activities throughout the day. We
experience an inner sense of floating with the stream of life--with the Way or Course
of Nature which the Chinese call the Tao. Even scientific researchers studying the
effects of meditation have confirmed the subjective experience of lowered blood
pressure and relaxed muscles; and EEG tests on meditators show brain waves that
exhibit a slow pattern distinct from that of ordinary waking, hypnosis or sleep.
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HOW TO MEDITATE
There are several Yoga postures which aim to achieve relaxation. Probably the most
important one is named Corpse Posture or Savasana. To perform this posture you lie
flat on your back with your legs outstretched, the heels a little apart and allowing the
feet to fall limply outwards. Your arms lie alongside the body, resting on the floor
with the palms of the hands turned up--fingers limp and slightly curled. Your head,
shoulders, back, buttocks, legs and feet all rest on the ground. Thin cushions may be
placed below the neck and each knee. Once this position is obtained, you will next
observe your breathing. It should be through the nostrils and not the mouth. You
must not interfere with the normal flow of breath--just observe. Take two successive
deep abdominal breaths and fully exhale each time. The abdomen should swell out
on inhalation and draw back toward the spine on exhalation. Then release the
abdominal muscles and return to observing the rise and fall of respiration. Soon,
breathing will become quiet, smooth and evenly rhythmic. Occasionally during
relaxation you may experience an involuntary deep intake of breath followed by a
sighing exhalation. This is usually a positive sign that tension is being released
somewhere in the body. Usually a few minutes are spent in this "playing dead"
position immediately before and after a program of postures (asanas).
Writers on Yoga have suggested many imaginative techniques to enhance relaxation
in the Corpse Position. One idea is to imagine that you are lying on a beach listening
to the soothing sound of the sea and feeling the gentle breeze and warm sunlight on
your skin.
Or, imagine a tiny hole in the small of the back through which all tension drains
away. This will help in flattening the back and lying with the full weight.
Another technique is visualization of a current of water slowly flowing through the
body and cleansing it of all tensions and impurities. Imagine it flowing through the
neck, in the shoulders and along the arms, into the chest, on to the abdomen, down
the spine, through the buttocks, filling the thighs, knees, calves and feet. Finally the
warm purifying water trickles away from the fingers and toes.

Actually, there are many ways to meditate, and since they all lead to the same place,
it's best to find one that suits you. Sometimes a mantra--a sound, word or phrase
that is repeated to yourself--is used. Many think that the best mantras are sounds
which have no distinct meaning and are used to displace your usual thoughts and
move your awareness inward. Assume your preferred position in a quiet place. Close
your eyes. Breath naturally. Sit for about one minute before you begin thinking the
mantra to allow your heart and breathing to slow. Gently bring your attention to your
breath and then begin to think the mantra, gently and easily. Allow it to just
flow--don't force it. Allow your thoughts to come and go at will. Don't try to control
them--just acknowledge them. When you realize you are no longer repeating the
mantra, gently return to it. Don't force yourself to think the mantra to the exclusion
of all other thought. You may experience a sense of deep relaxation, but if you don't,
that's okay. Meditate in this way for 20 minutes if possible. When finished, take a
minute or so to slowly return to normal awareness. Gently open your eyes and slowly
stand after a meditation. It's not a good idea to arise quickly after experiencing a
state of deep relaxation. Although it's okay to glance at a clock in order to "time" the
meditation, it is definitely not advisable to use a timing device!
It is recommended, especially in today's high-stress world, that individuals take
advantage of a few minutes of relaxation each day because of its strong restorative
powers--removing fatigue and resting the mind. Keep in mind that it is not necessary
to assume any particular posture. Meditation can be practiced in your favorite
posture, in a comfortable sitting position, while taking a walk--virtually at any time.
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BENEFITS OF YOGA PRACTICE
The regular practice of Yoga postures positively affects the total being: mind, body
and spirit. It affects the physical-body by enhancing circulation, promoting healing,
increasing strength, encouraging flexibility through stretching and generally relaxing
the musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, digestive, glandular and nervous systems. It
affects the mind-body by facilitating quietness, rest and peace of mind thus
revitalizing alertness and concentration abilities. It affects the spirit-body by
preparing for meditation.
The rewards of Yoga practice are readily attainable. Beginners and experienced
practitioners alike benefit. Many of the postures (asanas) are surprisingly easy to
learn, and individuals of all ages and abilities can practice them. Yoga centers
usually offer classes at all ability and experience levels, and some even offer specialty
classes created specifically to address the needs of children, seniors, couples,
pregnant women and people who are HIV-positive.
One of the most appealing aspects of Yoga is that participants are encouraged to
individualize their practice and make it their own. It's up to the individual to
determine how challenging or how gentle he/she wants the program to be. One can
gently move through the poses or choose to focus deeply on the muscles being used,

experiencing the pose in a different light. In all cases, the postures (asanas) help the
muscles relax by improving circulation, thus relieving built-up tension and stress.
Stretching helps tone and condition the muscles, and this helps prevent injuries.
Yoga instructors will, however, generally remind students not to push their bodies too
far. It's important in all aspects of a fitness program to know and respect one's limits!
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YOGA PRACTICE FOR ALLEVIATION OF STRESS
All techniques of Yoga endeavor to promote tranquility. The postures, breath controls
and mind-settling meditation all have a relaxing influence that would be considered
by many Westerners to be Yoga's greatest advantage. Practice of the full range of
Yoga--Yoga of Breathing, Yoga of Posture and Yoga of Meditation--will help one attain
the maximum mind/body harmony and relaxation, although, for many, practice of the
postures alone can produce profound relaxation effects.
Today, stress and tension factor heavily in our lives--affecting people of all ages and
walks of life. In many cases we are not able to prevent stressful situations, but there
are things we can do to manage stress and control our reactions to it. Yoga is a
wonderful method to help us alleviate stress and rejuvenate the mind/body/spirit.
How does it help? When we find ourselves in stressful situations we often become
totally consumed by them, and our minds shift towards the situation and away from
the body's naturally balanced state. As a result, breathing becomes rapid and short
causing a deficiency of oxygen which is needed to maintain general health and
balance our emotional and mental states. This results in muscular tension leading to
increased irritability and anxiousness. The various breathing exercises and postures
of Yoga can be utilized to release pent-up tension and alleviate the physical effects of
stress.
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WHO CAN PRACTICE YOGA?
Yoga can be practiced by almost anyone, regardless of age, depending on individual
needs. However, pregnant women, children, the elderly, ailing or disabled
persons should not attempt Yoga practice without first consulting their
healthcare provider! For most of us "work-a-day" people, Yoga practice can
significantly rejuvenate our energy levels and reduce fatigue. Athletes find Yoga
helpful for enhancing endurance and improving stamina. For the busy executive,
Yoga can provide a "break" to the overworked mind. Yoga practice can be beneficial
for children to help control wandering minds, improve memory and concentration and
tone growing muscles. For seniors, Yoga practice can help them feel stronger and
more energetic and improve memory.

GETTING STARTED
Because some of the Yoga postures may seem strange and intimidating in the
beginning stages, it's often a good idea to start practice in a class setting. All you
really need are an openness and willingness to explore. Most Yoga classes are
friendly, mutually-supportive havens where you can focus attention on your
experiences and not worry about scrutiny by fellow classmates. Classes generally
start with basic poses, which may seem easy in the beginning, but you learn that
there is always room for improvement as you progress. Teachers will give advice and
suggest adjustments that can make a significant difference in your comfort level and
help you achieve the greatest overall benefit.
You can find out about classes in many ways. Notices are often posted on bulletin
boards in gyms, health clubs, health food stores and restaurants, martial arts
schools, college campus buildings. You can look in your local telephone directory's
Yellow Pages. You can check out various Web sites such as www.yogafinder.com and
www.efit.com. In addition to classes there are also many good videos available on a
wide variety of Yoga styles. These might prove beneficial by providing some ideas on
how to add a little variety in your sessions as time goes on.
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EQUIPMENT
The most important consideration here is simply flexible clothing. Yoga requires your
body to assume positions it does not normally encounter in every-day life, and it's
important not to be limited by restrictive clothing. Wear loose, comfortable clothing.
To prevent the possibility of slipping during some poses you might consider
purchasing a "sticky mat." These rubber mats, which are often obtainable from
health food stores and usually cost under $30, can transform any space into a Yoga
studio.
Optional equipment might include a Yoga belt, which is a cloth belt with an
easy-to-secure silver buckle that is often used as a stretching aid. If you are unable
to reach your toes in a seated-forward bend, wrapping the belt around your feet and
holding onto its ends allows you to achieve the benefit of a fuller stretch.
Other optional equipment might include foam blocks which can facilitate support in
certain poses and a pillow, which may be slipped under the buttocks while sitting
cross-legged to encourage proper spinal alignment.
YOGIC POSTURING
The postures or asanas of Yoga are not movements but rather poses to be assumed
and held. Most of these poses are relaxing rather than straining; refreshing rather
than fatiguing; non-competitive; and they require no special equipment or clothing.

They affect the well-being of the whole human organism with the objective of bringing
body, mind and spirit into harmony and equilibrium.
The original purpose of the asanas seems to have been to provide a rock-like
steadiness in sitting for meditation--'asana' originally meant 'seat.' Sages in past
times (as well as modern masters) sat immobile for hours, so a compact, stable sitting
position was necessary to avoid swaying or falling asleep. A straight back and low
center of gravity, just below the naval, with unhindered deep abdominal breathing
were also considered to be essential. From this simple beginning a great system of
postures--to be held for seconds, minutes or hours to achieve bodily mastery and
health--was developed. Some asanas are imitations of the characteristic movements
or poses of the animals, birds, reptiles and insects after which they are named.
Before beginning a session of posturing, a few common-sense tips will come in handy:
●

Wait at least three hours after a main meal and at least one hour following a
light snack before beginning your postures.

●

Empty the bladder and bowels, if necessary, beforehand.

●

Sponge over the face and body to give a feeling of freshness.

●

Wear loose-fitting, comfortable clothing (or none at all).

●

Posture in a well-ventilated room at a comfortable temperature.

●

Posture on a firm, level floor covered with several thicknesses of blanket, a
non-skid rug or mat.
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WARMING UP
Warming- or limbering-up techniques are not found in Eastern Yoga manuals, but
they usually appear in Western manuals. Although warm-ups are optional for the
advanced practitioner, who has had years of daily practice and is quite agile, most
Westerners, who are just at the beginning or intermediate stage of practice, benefit
from a few preliminary movements to gently loosen and stretch muscles and joints.
Warm-ups are important for two reasons: First, the postures are more easily achieved
when the joints have been loosened and the muscles warmed by the stretching and
increased blood flow to the area. Secondly, proper warm-up reduces the risk of
muscle or joint injury during performance of the postures. They can also reduce the
degree of muscle and joint stiffness than can follow a Yoga session.
Following are descriptions of warm-up postures recommended in The Complete Yoga
Book, by James Hewitt. Experiment with these and then devise your own head-to-toe
warm-up program:

STANDING EXERCISES:
1. PALM TREE POSTURE I - In this posture, which has several variations, the body is
held upright like the trunk of a tree, and the arm movements resemble the waving
about of palm leaves. Stand upright, back straight, head level, with legs and feet
together, and the arms raised straight up alongside the ears, the backs of the hands
facing each other. Inhaling, rise high on the toes, stretching the arms and body
upwards as far as possible. Hold the stretched-up position for about five seconds.
Then lower the heels to the floor, exhaling.
2. PALM TREE POSTURE II - Stand upright, feet together, arms raised as described
in Posture I. The feet are kept flat on the floor this time (and in all variations of the
Palm Tree Posture except Posture I). Breathing out, slowly lower the arms to the
sides, keeping them straight. Then raise the arms to the overhead position without
bending them, breathing in as the arms sweep slowly up.
3. PALM TREE POSTURE III - Proceed as in Posture II, except that the arms are not
brought down to the sides, but slightly in front of the body, so that the palms of the
hands are pressed together in front of the lower abdomen. Again, exhale as the arms
swing down, and inhale as they are taken up.
4. PALM TREE POSTURE IV - Proceed as in Posture II, except that only one arm is
brought down to the side of the body. Bend over to that side and look up at the
raised hand. The raised arm is kept perpendicular to the floor. Pause momentarily in
the side-bending pose. Then slowly bring up the lowered arm, at the same time
lowering the other arm, until the arm positions and the body bend have been
reversed. Breathe in as the trunk straightens up, and breathe out as it bends over.
5. PALM TREE POSTURE V - Stand upright, with both arms straight up, feet
together, as in Posture I. Keeping the arms unbent, bend first to one side, then to the
other. Exhale as you bend the trunk sideways, and inhale as you straighten up.
6. PALM TREE POSTURE VI - Stand upright, feet together, one arm raised in the
manner of the preceding exercises. Keeping the arm straight, slowly bring it down
across the body, up again, then down, and so on. Circle first in a clockwise direction,
and then anti-clockwise. Breathe out as the arm comes down, and breathe in as it
rises. Repeat with the other arm.
The Palm Tree series (Nos. I through VI) improves posture, exercises the lungs, tones
the arms, shoulders, back, thorax and waistline and dissolves muscular tension in
the same body parts.
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7. STANDING TWIST - Stand erect, feet together, arms extended in front of the chest,
palms down and thumbs touching. Keeping your gaze on the backs of the hands,
slowly swing the arms as far as possible to the left, without altering the position of the
feet. Breathe out as you twist from the waist. Hold the twist to the left for a second.

Then slowly return to facing forward, breathing in. Exhaling, twist to the right. You
should be able to swing your arms round to a position at right angles to your
forward-pointing feet. Inhaling, return to facing forward.
The Standing Twist develops spinal mobility and trims and tones the muscles that
girdle the waist.
8. STANDING BACKWARD BEND - Stand upright, the arms raised straight overhead,
palms forward, the feet a little apart. Breathe in. Bend backwards slowly from the
waist, keeping the feet, legs and pelvis steady. Tilt back the raised arms in line with
the spine. Take care not to jerk or to tilt backwards to the point of strain. Pause only
momentarily before straightening up. Breathe out.
The Standing Backward Bend limbers the spine and strengthens the lower back.
9. DIVER'S POSTURE - Stand upright, legs together, arms by sides. Take a deep
breath and rise high on the toes. Now lean forward about forty-five degrees and at the
same time take the arms out and back. Legs, trunk and arms are all kept straight.
Balance on the toes as though on the edge of a diving-board for ten seconds. Then,
exhaling, stand up straight, bring the arms back to the sides, and lower the heels to
the floor.
The Diver's Posture improves balance and coordination and firms and tones the feet,
ankles, legs, abdomen, back, arms, shoulder, neck and jaw.
10. RAG DOLL FORWARD BEND - Stand erect with the feet one to two feet apart.
Inhaling, stretch both arms as high as possible, palms forward. Exhaling slowly, fold
forward from the waist, so that the arms, head and torso hang down limply. The legs
remain straight, though not tensely so. Let go fully with the upper body. Do not
strive to touch the floor. The fingertips should either lightly brush the floor or swing
just clear of it. If they rest firmly on the floor, bring your feet closer together. Swing
the arms limply from side to side a few times, like a clock's pendulum. Then swing
them a few times forwards and backwards between the spread-apart legs. The arms
should dangle like empty coat-sleeves. The lungs are emptied by a long slow
exhalation. Stand upright, inhaling.
The Rag Doll Forward Bend relaxes the body and mind, exercises the lungs and
limbers the back and abdomen.
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11. CHIMP BOUNCE - Stand with the legs spread wide apart. Take a deep breath,
and then squat down with the arms dangling between the spread-apart legs. Keep
the back straight and the head in line with the spine. Rest the backs of the hands on
the floor, and bounce up and down rapidly like a chimpanzee. Only the feet stay
steady. It is important not to round the back. (If you have that kind of humor, you
might like to emit chimp sounds as you bounce up and down.) At any rate, you
should expel breath audibly with each bounce until the lungs have been emptied.
Then stand upright, breathing in.

The Chimp Bounce provides an excellent warm-up and limber-up for the whole body.
12. ARM ROTATION - Stand erect with the feet one foot apart and the arms fully
extended in line with the shoulders, palms up. Slowly turn the arms forward and
back, so that the palms of the hands face first the front, then the floor, then behind,
then upwards. Keep the body as upright as possible. Then reverse the rotation:
palms back, down, front, and up, regaining the starting position. Breathe freely.
The Arm Rotation exercise improves the flexibility of the shoulder joints and
strengthens and tones the arms, shoulders and upper back.
13. ELBOW TAP - Stand upright. Bend the arms so that the fingertips rest on top of
the shoulder caps, the elbows out inline with the shoulders. From that position, bring
the elbows together, tapping them together five times with short rapid movements.
Meanwhile, the fingers stay in position on the shoulders. Breathe freely.
The Elbow Tap exercise firms and tones the arms, shoulders and upper back and
increases flexibility.
14. STANDING SHOULDER-BLADE SQUEEZE - Stand erect, feet together, hands on
hips, elbows out wide to sides. Breathing in, draw the elbows slowly back and
towards each other, squeezing the shoulder-blades together. As soon as the limit is
reached, make two short rapid squeezes to a quick count of 'one-two.' Then slowly
return the elbows to the sides, breathing out.
The Standing Shoulder-blade Squeeze strengthens, tones and releases tension in the
shoulders and upper back.
15. ABDOMEN AND BUTTOCKS CONTRACTING - Stand upright, feet about one foot
apart, arms by sides. Breathe out. Draw the abdominal wall back towards the spine,
and at the same time clench the buttocks firmly. Hold the contraction for five
seconds, and then let go fully, breathing in.
This muscle control develops mind-muscle rapport, firms and tones the abdomen and
buttocks and improves the posture and circulation to the abdomen and pelvis.
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16. HIP CIRCLING - Stand upright, feet about six inches apart, hands on hips.
Keeping the back as erect as possible, circle the hips and pelvis slowly in a clockwise
direction. Describe ten circles of as wide a diameter as you can make them. Breathe
freely. Circle the hips ten times more in an anti-clockwise direction.
Hip Circling limbers the waist and hips and is beneficial to the health and fitness of
the pelvic area.
17. HALF SQUAT - Stand upright with the feet about eighteen inches apart, toes
turned slightly out to the sides and the arms extended straight out forwards from the
shoulders. Take a deep breath. Keeping the back straight, squat down until the

thighs are parallel to the floor and right angles are formed between the upper and
lower legs at the knees. Immediately rise to standing upright and breathe out.
The Half Squat strengthens and firms the thighs and limbers the knee joints.
18. LEG RAISE IN FRONT - Stand with the feet together and the hands on the hips.
The legs remain locked at the knees throughout the exercise (this applies also in Nos.
19 and 20). Breathing in, slowly raise the left leg forward as high as possible. Pause
momentarily at the limit of the forward-and-upward movement, and then slowly lower
the leg, breathing out. Repeat with the other leg. Maintain an upright posture.
This exercise firms and limbers the thighs and hips, strengthens the lower abdomen
and improves posture and balance.
19. LEG RAISE TO SIDE - Stand with feet together and hands on hips. Shift the
weight of the body on to the right leg, and slowly raise the left leg straight out to the
left side. Keep the spine as erect as possible. Breathe in as the leg rises. Breathing
out, slowly lower the leg. Repeat with the right leg.
This exercise firms and limbers the thighs and hips and improves posture and
balance.
20. LEG RAISE BEHIND - Again stand erect with feet together and hands on hips.
Taking the weight of the body on the right leg and keeping the back vertical, slowly
raise the left leg straight behind as far as is possible without tilting the head and body
forwards. Breathe in as the leg goes back. Breathing out, slowly return the left foot
to the floor. Repeat with the right leg.
This exercise strengthens the muscles of the lower back, firms and limbers the thighs
and hips and improves posture and balance.
21. SHOULDER ROTATION - Stand with feet together and arms limply by sides.
Concentrating on the left shoulder-cap, circle it forwards, downwards, backwards,
upwards, forwards, and so on. Repeat with the right shoulder. Now rotate the left
shoulder in the opposite direction: backwards, downwards, forwards, upwards, and so
on. Repeat with the right shoulder. Complete the exercise by rotating the shoulders
simultaneously, first in one direction and then the reverse. Breathe freely.
Shoulder Rotation limbers and tones the shoulders and upper back, bringing blood to
nourish the nerves of the upper spine.
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22. HEAD ROLL - This exercise can be performed standing or sitting. Keep the back
upright and the neck muscles as relaxed as possible. Roll the head loosely in a
clockwise direction, and then anti-clockwise. Be careful to keep the rotation of the
head slow and smooth. Breathe freely.
The Head Roll removes stiffness from the neck muscles. See the caution given for
the next exercise.

23. HEAD TURNING - Stand or sit with a straight back, head and neck in line with
the spine, chin level. Without tensing the neck muscles, turn the head slowly to the
left until you are looking over the left shoulder. Stay three seconds in that position
and then slowly bring the face forward again. Repeat, turning the head to look over
the right shoulder. Breathe in as the head turns towards the shoulder and out as it
returns to facing forwards. It is important to turn the head slowly and smoothly.
The neck is often the residence of muscular tension--other people can sometimes
literally become a 'pain in the neck.' An unpleasant 'scrunch' or 'click' sound as the
head turns is usually a sign that the joint needs freeing. Head Turning firms, tones
and relaxes the neck muscles and has a beneficial effect on the top of the back where
the neck joins the spine, a spot where an unsightly hump can develop. The exercise
could be unsuitable for a person with a weak neck or neck injury: a doctor's
opinion should be sought in such a case. The same caution applies to the
preceding exercise, No. 22.
24. RAG DOLL SWING - Stand with the feet together and the arms hanging limply by
the sides. This is a loosening-up exercise and a minimum of muscular contraction
should be employed. Keeping the pelvis and legs as steady as possible, twist the
upper body from side to side, swinging the arms loosely to right and left so that they
wrap around the body like empty coat-sleeves. From the waist up you should have a
rag-doll limpness; below the waist, the knees can be slightly bent, and only enough
muscular activity is employed to keep standing upright. Breathe out as the trunk
twists, and breathe in as it faces forward.
This exercise loosens up and relaxes the upper body.
25. HAND INVERSION - Stand upright with the feet together. Bring the inner wrists
together in front of the chest, with the palms of the hands spread apart as though
supporting a bowl from below; the forearms and elbows are close together. Without
altering the spread of the hands, invert the hands swiftly so that the fingers point
down, raising the elbows high, and bringing the back of the wrists into contact.
Pause three seconds, and then return with a swift motion to the starting pose.
Breathe in as you raise the elbows, and breathe out as you lower them. The raised
elbows position has something of the look of a Spanish dancer.
This exercise increases flexibility in the shoulders and wrists and limbers and tones
the muscles of the hands, arms, shoulders, chest and upper back.
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26. LEG PENDULUM - Stand upright, feet together and hands on hips. Shift the
weight of the body on to the right leg and swing the left leg forwards and backwards in
a pendulum motion from the hip. The sole of the foot should just clear the floor at
the lowest point of the swing. Stay as upright as possible, and allow the swinging leg
to hang straight and relaxed. Breathe freely. Repeat with the right leg.
The Leg Pendulum exercise releases tensions, improves balance and limbers the legs,

hips, lower abdomen and lower back.
27. DOG SHAKE POSTURE - Stand up straight with the feet about six inches apart
and the arms hanging limply by the sides. Relax the body muscles from head to toe.
The knees should bend just a little. Start shaking the arms, legs and trunk from side
to side rapidly like a dog shaking off water after a swim. Try to make your flesh as
loose as possible on the skeletal frame. The hands should flap from the wrists as
though they were empty gloves.
Muscle-shaking in this manner improves circulation and relaxation in all parts of the
body.
SITTING EXERCISES:
28. SITTING ALTERNATE TOES TOUCH - Sit on the floor, back erect, straight legs
spread as far apart as is comfortable. Exhaling, lean forward and touch the left foot
(toes if you can) with the right hand. Pause three seconds, and then sit up, inhaling.
Exhaling, lean forward and touch the right foot with the left hand. Stay bent forward
three seconds, and then sit up, inhaling.
This exercise stretches the back muscles and strengthens and tones the legs and
abdomen.
29. SITTING WALK - Sit on the floor with the legs extended together. Fold the arms
across the chest. Keeping the spine erect, thrust forward first with one leg and hip,
and then with the other leg and hip, so that you perform a sitting walk. Then reverse
the action, thrusting backwards with alternate legs and hips. Breathe freely.
The Sitting Walk firms, limbers and tones the legs, hips and lower abdomen.
SUPINE EXERCISES:
30. RECUMBENT STRETCH - Lie flat on the back, legs extended together, arms by
sides with the palms of the hands flat down. Breathing in deeply, slowly raise the
arms to perpendicular to the body and the floor; then, exhaling, slowly lower the arms
over head until the backs of the hands rest on the floor. Keep the arms straight
throughout the movement. Fully stretch for ten seconds. Inhaling, slowly raise the
arms to perpendicular. Exhaling, slowly lower the arms to the floor by the sides. The
breathing rule is to breathe in each time the arms are raised, and breathe out each
time the arms are lowered. Try to keep the lower back in contact with the floor.
This exercise improves posture and circulation, tones and limbers many muscles,
exercises the lungs and thorax and dissolves stiffness and tension.
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31. LEG RAISING AND SPREADING APART - If you find this difficult lying on the
back, sit up slightly, propped up on forearms and elbows. Keeping the legs straight,
raise both legs together slowly to vertical; slowly spread them far apart; then lower the
legs so that the heels are just an inch or so from the floor. Bring the legs together,

raise them and repeat the movements. Perform five times. Breathe in as the legs are
raised and spread apart, and breathe out as they are lowered and brought together.
This exercise strengthens, limbers and tones the legs, hips and abdomen.
32. LEG RAISING AND SIT UP - Inhaling, raise the legs together, locked at the knees,
and simultaneously sit up, forming a "V" with trunk and legs. Balance on the
buttocks for five to ten seconds. Then, exhaling, lower the legs and back slowly to the
floor. The posture can be made more difficult by clasping the hands behind the head
or by folding the arms across the chest.
The legs, hips and abdomen are limbered, firmed and toned by this exercise.
33. SIDE TO SIDE ROLLING I - Lie flat on the back, the legs fully extended together;
the arms folded across the chest. Keeping the whole body in a straight line and the
muscles tautened, roll over on to the right side; then on to the left side; right side; left
side; and so on. Breathe freely. The rolling movement may be brisk.
Side to Side Rolling massages the hips and is a general conditioner.
34. SIDE TO SIDE ROLLING II - Lie flat on the back. Draw the knees up and back
and, clasping the hands around the knees, press the thighs against the abdomen and
chest. Roll over to the floor on the right; on to the back again; then over to the left.
Breathe out as you roll to the side, and breathe in as you roll on to the back.
This exercise tones and limbers the hips, thighs and spine and dissolves bodily
tensions.
35. KNEES SWING I - Lie flat on the back, arms out to sides, and draw knees up
together with the soles of the feet flat on the floor. Keeping the knees together and
the back flat on the floor, lower the knees to the floor, first to one side, and then to
the other side, twisting the head to the side opposite to the lowering legs. Continue at
a moderate speed, breathing out as the knees swing down, and breathing in as they
swing up.
Keeping the lower back flat on the floor presents a difficulty, but the attempt is an aid
to good posture. Legs, hips and waistline are limbered.
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36. KNEES SWING II - Begin as for No. 35, but with the feet apart so that the left
knee touches the right foot on lowering to the right, and vice versa.
The benefits are as for No. 35, but the different action on the leg, hip and abdominal
muscles will be discernible to the practitioner.
37. CRADLE ROCK - Lie flat on the back. Cross the ankles, draw the knees up and
back to the chest, and clasp the arms around the knees. Round the spine, bringing
the forehead up near the knees. Rock gently from side to side, breathing freely. If
you should rock too far and go over to one side, a thrust from the elbow on that side

should restore balance.
This exercise provides a spinal massage and quiets the nervous system, which
explains why it is said to overcome insomnia.
38. SPINAL ROCK I (also called ROCKING-CHAIR POSTURE, LIMBERING-UP ROCK
and ROCK 'N' ROLL - Lie flat on the back and press the knees against the chest as
described in No. 37, but this time keep the feet together without crossing the ankles,
and clasp the hands BEHIND the knees. In No. 37 you rolled from side to side; in the
Spinal Rock you rock gently backwards and forwards on the rounded back. Keep the
forehead close to the knees. Roll backward on to the upper back and forward until
the soles of the feet almost touch the floor. Breathe out as you rock backward and in
as you rock forward.
This is probably the warm-up most widely recommended by Yoga teachers. It
massages the spine and abdomen and releases stiffness from the spinal column. It is
a fine exercise in its own right, apart from its use as a warm-up, for it has a beneficial
effect on the liver and spleen, aids digestion and elimination and quiets the nervous
system. No limber-up, even when time is limited, should exclude it.
39. SPINAL ROCK II - Lie as for No. 38, but this time rock further back on to the
shoulders, so that the knees are together above the face and the lower legs vertical,
forming a right angle with the thighs. Breathe out as you rock backward, and breathe
in as you rock forward.
This is a more difficult version of No. 38 with intensified benefits.
40. SPINAL ROCK III - Only after you can comfortably perform Nos. 38 and 39 should
you include this advanced variation in your warm-up program. Continue the
backward swing, extending the legs so that the toes touch the floor beyond the head.
Breathe out as you rock backward and in as you come forward.
This intensified version of the Spinal Rock stretches and limbers the body very
strongly.
41. SPINAL ROCK IV - In this advanced variation the ankles are crossed. Grasp the
right toes with the left hand and the left toes with the right hand, and roll back until
the hands and feet touch the floor.
The bodily benefits are similar to those for No. 40.
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42. HAMMOCK SWING - Lie flat on the back, arms by sides, palms down, knees
drawn up, soles of the feet flat on the floor about one foot apart. Raise the hips to
about three inches from the floor, supporting the body on the back of the head, the
shoulders, and the soles of the feet. Keeping the head, shoulders, arms, and feet
firmly on the floor, swing the body from side to side like a hammock. Breathe freely.
The Hammock Swing strengthens and tones the legs, hips and back muscles. The

abdominal wall stays relaxed, but the abdominal contents receive a deep rolling
massage, providing a corrective for constipation and an aid to intestinal fitness.

PRONE EXERCISES:
43. ALTERNATE LEG RAISING, LYING FACE DOWNWARDS - Lie face downwards on
the floor, the legs fully extended together, the arms along the sides, palms up.
Breathe in. Slowly raise one leg as high as possible without bending it. Slowly lower
it to the floor, and breathe out. Inhale and raise the other leg. Perform with alternate
legs, establishing a smooth rhythm.
This exercise strengthens the muscles of the lower back and tones and limbers the
spine, hips and legs.
44. SHOULDER-BLADE SQUEEZE, LYING FACE DOWNWARDS - Lie face downwards,
hands clasped behind the lower back. Breathing in, raise the head, shoulders and
upper body, and draw the shoulders and the elbows back and towards each other,
squeezing the shoulder blades together. Hold the squeeze for five seconds; then
slowly return to the starting position.
The Shoulder-Blade Squeeze strengthens, tones and releases tension in the neck, the
shoulders and the upper and lower back.
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THE MOST POPULAR CLASSIC ASANAS
There are several hundred poses described in the Yogic literature. However, there is a
central group of traditional asanas held in particularly high regard which can form a
foundation upon which to create varied programs. The following is a description of
this core group of postures from The Complete Yoga Book, by James Hewitt.

SITTING POSTURES:
It is necessary that the student should become acquainted with some of the sitting
postures at an early stage. Besides being valuable exercises in themselves, limbering
the legs, hips and pelvis, strengthening the back and improving posture, they provide
the sitting position for practicing breath control (pranayama) and meditation. One
cannot start too early learning to sit immobile for several minutes with the back
straight and the head poised in line with the spine. The vital energies are gathered
and conserved.
The Easy Posture can be adopted immediately by most occidentals; the Egyptian (or
Chair) Posture by all. The more difficult sitting postures may take some months to
master but provide maximum seated stability. In these meditative postures the

center of gravity should be felt in the abdomen, a little below the navel. Breathe freely
and deeply, using the lower lungs, diaphragm and abdomen. The postures facilitate
deep breathing.
EASY POSTURE (Sukhasana) - This is the most practical cross-legged posture for
beginners. The ankles are crossed, tailor's fashion, and the knees taken down as low
as possible--in time, the knees may actually touch the floor. The most important
thing is that the head, neck and spine should be held in a straight vertical line. Vary
the ankle crossing, sometimes right over left, sometimes left over right. The right
hand should rest on the right knee and the left hand on the left knee. Breathe freely.
Every opportunity should be taken to sit for several minutes in the Easy
Posture--watching television, listening to the radio or records, sewing, feeding baby,
and so on.
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EGYPTIAN POSTURE - Even simpler than the Easy Posture is the Egyptian (or Chair)
Posture, but it should only be employed if the Easy Posture proves too
uncomfortable. Sit on a straight-backed chair, the head and spine in vertical line, the
feet and knees together, the palm of the right hand flat on the right thigh and the
palm of the left hand flat on the left thigh. Breathe freely.
PREPARATION FOR PERFECT POSTURE (Siddhasana) - This limbers the ankle, knee
and hip joints for performance of Perfect Posture (Siddhasana). Sit on the floor with
the legs outstretched and well apart. Fold the right leg and draw the right heel in
against the crotch so that the sole of the right foot rests against the inside of the
upper left thigh. The right knee rests on the floor, and the left leg remains fully
extended. Keep the head and back in a straight vertical line. Rest the right palm on
the right knee and the left palm on the left knee. Breathe freely and deeply. Stay at
least thirty seconds in the post; then repeat, folding the left leg and keeping the right
leg extended.
PERFECT POSTURE (Siddhasana) - As in the preceding Preparation (above), the right
leg is folded and the heel brought in against the perineum (the soft flesh between
genitals and anus). But this time the left leg is also folded, the left heel is pulled back
against the pubic bone, and the outer edge of the left foot, sole upturned, is inserted
in the fold between the calf and thigh of the right leg. The thighs and knees of both
legs are kept flat on the floor. Place the right palm on the right knee and the left palm
on the left knee. Sit firmly on the buttocks and legs, keeping the head and backbone
poised in a vertical straight line. Breathe freely and deeply. Stay motionless at least
one minute; then repeat, reversing the roles of the legs. The pose has great stability
and is frequently used for sitting in meditation by master Yogins.
PREPARATION FOR LOTUS POSTURE (Padmasana) - Sit on the floor with the legs
extended and wide apart. Bend the right leg at the knee, grasp the right ankle and
pull in the right foot so that it rests, sole upturned, on top of the left thigh, as high up
it as possible. Keep the back erect and the head in line. Place the palms of the hands

flat on the floor, the left hand beside the left hip and the right hand beside the right
hip. The problem is likely to be that the right knee is off the floor--gentle pressure
from the right hand may be applied to make the knee lower. After at least thirty
seconds in the pose, during which you should breathe freely and deeply, straighten
the right leg and repeat to the other side, lifting the left foot on to the right thigh.
LOTUS POSTURE (Padmasana) - This is probably the best known pose in Yoga. It is
sometimes called the Buddha Pose. Few occidentals achieve it immediately; some
achieve it after weeks or months of practice; many never do manage to upturn each
foot on the opposite thigh and keep both knees on the floor. There are always the
easier alternatives. It provides rock-like stability for advanced practice.
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YOGA POSTURE (Yogasana) - The Lotus Posture has a role in several advanced
postures. We give one example here. In Yoga Posture, you sit in the Lotus Posture,
exhale, bend forward, and lower the forehead to the floor. Stay in the post at least
twenty seconds, breathing freely. The hands may be clasped behind the neck or the
back.
THUNDERBOLT POSTURE (Vajrasana) - This is worth learning now, for it provides
the starting position for many beneficial postures. It is a favorite sitting position of
the Japanese. Kneel on the floor with the knees together and sit back on the inner
edges of the upturned feet. To do this the toes may be together, but the heels should
be spread apart to support the outer edges of the buttocks. Place the right palm on
the right knee and the left palm on the left knee, and keep the head and back erect.
Breathe freely and deeply. Stay motionless in the pose for at least one minute.
COWFACE POSTURE (Gomukhasana) - This is one of several poses based on the
preceding Thunderbolt Posture. Keep the back erect as you sit on the inner edges of
the heels and soles of the feet. Now flex the right arm, raise the right elbow high and
lower the right hand down the center of the back. At the same time bend the left arm
and bring the left hand up the spine from below until the fingers of the right hand
and those of the left hand hook together. The palm of the right hand faces the back
and the palm of the left hand faces outwards. Breathing freely, stay in the pose at
least six seconds. Reverse the arm positions and repeat.
If you find you cannot lock the hands together, hold a handkerchief, towel or belt so
that it is pulled taut, shortening the grip as suppleness increases.
Viewed from the back, the post is said to resemble a cow's face. It improves posture,
limbers the shoulder joints and strengthens and tones the muscles of the shoulders,
upper back and rear upper arms.
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A TYPICAL PROGRAM OF POSTURES:
CORPSE POSTURE (Savasana) - First, spend a few minutes lying quietly on the back
in the Corpse Posture, fully described at the beginning of this article. You should
commence the program of postures feeling relaxed and composed. Each of the poses
should be given total attention--an essential feature of Yogic posturing.
SPINAL ROCK - (From the Warm-UP Section Above) - Lie flat on the back, bend the
legs and bring the knees together against the chest. The ankles may be together or
crossed. Claps the hands behind the knees or on top of the knees. Now rock gently
forwards and backwards on the rounded back: on the forward rock the heels should
almost touch the floor and on the backward rock the upper back touches the floor.
Breathe in as you rock forward and breathe out as you rock backward. Continue for
at least thirty seconds.
A useful variation can be added. Rock gently from side to side for at least thirty
seconds. This is called the Cradle Rock.
SHOULDERSTAND POSTURE (Sarvangasana) - The point behind Yoga's inverted
poses is that they enable venous blood to flow easily to the heart, brain, scalp and
facial tissues; at the same time blood flows out of the legs and lower abdomen, which
tend to become congested. The effect of reversing directional pull of gravity on the
body is refreshing.
The Shoulderstand is suitable for beginners, whereas the full Headstand Posture
(Sirsasana) needs to be worked up to in stages. Even then, the full unsupported
Headstand is not for everyone--it is too severe for many persons. The Shoulderstand
is the simplest and least strenuous of the inverted poses of Yoga.
Lie flat on the back, the legs outstretched together. Bend the legs and bring the
knees backward over the chest. Using the elbows and the backs of the upper arms as
props, support the lower back with the palms of the hands, the thumbs outspread.
The elbows should not be wider than the shoulders. Now raise the trunk to a vertical
position and straighten the legs together so that the trunk and legs form a straight
vertical line. The chest is brought against the chin, never the chin to the chest.
Breathing freely and deeply, stay steadily in the pose for at least twenty seconds.
THE SHOULDERSTAND IS UNSUITABLE FOR PERSONS SUFFERING FROM HIGH
BLOOD PRESSURE OR AILMENTS OF THE NECK AND HEAD.
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SUPPORTED PLOUGH POSTURE (Halasana) - This graceful posture can be performed
as an extension of the Shoulderstand. Keeping the legs straight, lower the feet
overhead from the Shoulderstand position until the toes rest on the floor. The legs
should fall to the floor of their own accord; if they do not at first, they soon will with
practice. Breathe freely.

This is a superb exercise, stretching the whole body, activating the circulation and
toning the abdomen, hips and legs. It is said to improve the health of the endocrine
glands, liver, spleen and reproductive organs. IT IS NOT SUITABLE, HOWEVER,
FOR PERSONS WITH WEAK VERTEBRAE.
FISH POSTURE (Matsyasana) - This is a complementary position to the Plough as the
spine is stretched in the opposite direction. In the advanced version the legs are
crossed and locked in the Lotus Position, but the Fish Posture can also be performed
in a simpler version with the ankles crossed in the Easy Posture.
Lie flat on the back and cross the legs. Keep the knees spread wide apart and held
low to the floor. Now cross the wrists behind the neck and rest the head on the arms.
Breathe deeply into the abdomen and hold the pose for at least thirty seconds.
In the full version, the legs are crossed in the Lotus Position, the back is arched, and
the head is thrown back so that the crown of the head is on the floor and the
shoulders and back are off the floor. The right hand grasps the left foot and the left
hand grasps the right foot. Breathing freely and deeply, stay in the post for fifteen to
thirty seconds. This position is a good one for floating easily in water--hence the
name Fish Posture.
BACK-STRETCHING POSTURE (Paschimottanasana) - Sit on the floor with the legs
fully extended together. Take a deep breath; then, exhaling, lower the face towards
the knees, at the same time reaching out and down to grasp either the ankles or the
feet, as suppleness permits. In advanced practice the face may actually touch the
knees and the chest press down on the thighs. Stay down for ten seconds, then sit
up slowly.
The muscles of the back, arms and legs are stretched, and the spine is stretched and
strengthened. The hamstring muscles at the backs of the thighs may protest at first,
but they let go and lengthen with practice. The abdomen is massaged as you bend
forward, aiding digesting and correcting constipation.
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COBRA POSTURE (Bhujangasana) - Following the Back-Stretching Posture, you now
turn over the bend the spine in the opposite direction in the Cobra Posture, which
resembles a cobra rearing to strike.
Lie full-length on the floor, face down, legs together. Bend the arms, keeping the
elbows against the sides, and place the right palm flat on the floor five or six inches in
front of the right shoulder (beginners' version) or underneath the shoulder (advanced
version). Place the left palm similarly in relation to the left shoulder. In the
beginners' version the fingertips are in line horizontally with the chin, which rests on
the floor. Inhaling, slowly raise the head, neck and upper back successively, slowly
straightening the arms. Rely as far as possible on the lower back muscles. Hold the
pose for at least ten seconds, the pelvis and legs staying in contact with the floor.
Return slowly to the starting position, exhaling.

The Cobra Posture exercises the spine--vertebra by vertebra--nourishing the spinal
nerves with blood. The front of the body is stretched, and the circulation is
stimulated.
BOW POSTURE (Dhanurasana) - In the Bow Posture the head and trunk are raised
up and back as in the preceding Cobra Posture, but the arms are stretched back so
that the right hand grasps the right ankle and the left hand grasps the left ankle. The
arms are pulled taut like a bow-string. The beginner will need to spread the knees
apart to raise them off the floor; the advanced practitioner brings the knees together.
The spine, trunk and legs take the shape of a bow. Balance on the stomach,
breathing freely, for at least six seconds.
In the Bow Posture the whole body is strongly stretched, and breathing and
circulation are stimulated.
CORPSE POSTURE (Savasana) - Complete the program as you began with a few
minutes' relaxation in the Corpse Posture.
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THE FUTURE OF YOGA
Western society's interest in Yoga is growing rapidly. The general public looks to Yoga
as a means of enhancing mental energy, achieving peace of mind and exploring the
depths of self realization. Psychologists, psychiatrists, neurologists and other
specialists in various sciences are also learning about and studying the beneficial
effects of Yoga practice. The direction of Western society has been towards outward
achievement, materialism, compulsive busy-ness, ruthless competition, greed and
conquering nature. Some thoughtful people have realized an urgent need to
counterbalance these negative and harmful directions, and a quest for balance
correction has led many to explore Eastern methods of relaxation and meditation.
Certainly the physiological benefits that accompany the mental and spiritual
enhancement cannot be denied. This synthesis of Eastern and Western ideas,
philosophies, attitudes and self-development techniques will, hopefully, prove
extremely valuable for the psychological and spiritual development and future of
mankind.
-----------(1) The Complete Yoga Book, by James Hewitt. Published by Cresset Press, 1990. (QUICK BACK)
The techniques and ideas presented in this article are not intended as a prescription for
any mental or physical ailments. They are not intended to replace or substitute for
proper medical advice. This information does not claim to be a treatment or cure for
any problems. Consult your healthcare provider before attempting any of the
techniques or ideas presented here. The author, publisher, Web site owner and Web

site host assume no responsibility for losses/damages/injuries suffered or allegedly to
have been caused, directly or indirectly, while practicing these techniques. Pregnant
women, children, the elderly, ailing or disabled persons should not attempt to
practice any of these instructions without first consulting with their
healthcare provider.
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